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"Life is a passacaglia" 

 

With its countless cultural variations based on and laid over the endlessly repeated bass 

melody of evolution, life is a passacaglia.  

As an evolved species that reached its modern form 30,000 BP or earlier in the 

late Pleistocene, we members of the species homo sapiens share the same perceptual, 

affective, and cognitive systems. These not only register the way the world is, they 

organize our engagement with the world in ways that reflect our common interests and 

concerns. We want and need the necessities first for survival and then for raising children 

to an age at which they too can raise children to maturity, this being the measure of our 

successful evolutionary adaptation. That is, we seek and value fresh air and clean water, 

food, shelter, companionship, stimulation, cooperation and all the other means to survival 

and reproductive success. (I allow, of course, that there is some cultural variability in 

what counts as food and on what foods can be eaten, and similarly for many of life's 

patterns and situations.) Our shared biology and the way the world is together dictate that 

the tunes to which different cultures dance are variations on an underlying, pan-cultural 

theme, which is the human condition. Moreover, because we are deeply self-reflective 

and profoundly social, we are fascinated by the motives, patterns, and dynamics driving 



    

human interaction. We are mesmerized by pride and prejudice, crime and punishment, by 

love, jealousy, justice, revenge, compassion, trade, betrayal, peace, and violence. And 

again, despite a plethora of surface social differences in the ways such human 

characteristics are manifested, the universality of these human vectors is readily apparent. 

Notwithstanding the undeniable impact of local cultural and environmental factors on the 

organization of life within different societies, other humans are never entirely alien or 

opaque to us because we inhabit a single world and share a common biology, with the 

result that we inevitably experience the same joys, fears, challenges, and desires. 

 Narrative and representational arts often feature these common themes of human 

existence and teach lessons in life at no expense to the audience beyond their imaginative 

involvement.1 As well, we are absorbed by presentations of strong emotions, and these 

can be apparent in the sounds of music and in decorative arts as well as in more directly 

mimetic art forms. As one would expect, the attraction of art that deals with universal 

aspects of human experience and basic emotions transcends the boundaries of culture. 

The tragedies of the ancient Greeks are no less powerful and meaningful now than in the 

past, and are cross-culturally accessible also, as are, for example, the Hindu Ramayana 

and Mahabharata epics. Meanwhile, all cultures elaborate stories of ghosts, adventure, 

lost and found love, heroism, exploration, endurance, friendship, trust, and the like. 

 Many universal human preferences are the product of our ancestral evolution. We 

evolved to like sweet and fatty foods, for instance, because they were nutritious and hard 

to come by in the late Pleistocene. We preferred landscapes offering distant views that 

showed signs of water and life, as well as concealed places that could be used for shelter 

and as lookout points. We found bodily and especially facial symmetry attractive in 



    

members of the other sex because it signals health, which in turn indicates fecundity. 

More generally, the markers of sexual attractiveness functioned as predictors of the 

health of potential offspring. In general, we valued prototypicality, but were also drawn 

to specimens that are unusual without thereby qualifying as deviant.2 It is possible to 

discern the basis for a proto-aesthetic in these judgments, a biologically conditioned 

propensity to find some things naturally beautiful or appealing and others ugly or scary. 

And this tendency comes to us as part of our biological endowment, however we overlay 

it with traditions of cultural refinements. 

 Artists are able to take and exploit the aesthetic inclinations just described. For 

example, artistic designs featuring symmetry are claimed to inherit the beauty and appeal 

attached to symmetry in evaluating the bodies of potential sexual partners.3 And by 

recreating and stylizing visual and other patterns that are attention-grabbing in nature, 

such as eye-like circles, the artist invests her work with interest.4 Because we are evolved 

to focus on the patterns in question, we are drawn to them not only in the art of our 

cultural homeland but also in the exotic art of other cultures. 

 Artists can also create universally attractive works by structuring these in ways 

that chime and resonate with our perceptual, affective, and cognitive systems. To help us 

negotiate the world and make sense of human action, we are programmed to seek pattern, 

regularity, and closure, to separate subject from ground, to be curious about what is new 

and different, to look for signs of intention and meaning, to explain the present in terms 

of the past, and so forth. Artworks draw attention to themselves by stimulating these 

dispositions in ways that are interesting and satisfying. And, according to Kathleen M. 

Higgins, this applies as well to those art forms that can be abstract, such as music.5 Music 



    

sounds like meaningful, expressive utterance, its progress seems purposeful and 

characterful (despite often defeating or postponing the most obvious continuations), it 

weaves patterns of movement in acoustic space that recall human action and provoke 

bodily engagement from the listener, and it generates complexly repetitive formal 

structures that usually achieve unity, balance, and closure. As Higgins concludes: "These 

structural quasi-universals for pieces of music suggest that there are at least some 

elements of very foreign music that will strike the listener as familiar. Like the processing 

universals on which they are based, they offer a way into alien music, encouraging 

further exploration" (p. 503). 

From its origins in eighteenth-century Europe, traditional aesthetic theory 

described aesthetic properties as central to the appreciation of both nature and art, and 

characterized these properties as primarily formal, as considered for their own sakes, and 

as directly available to perception, even for the person who had little or no understanding 

of the nature, origin, or function of the perceptual object that displays them. Aesthetic 

properties are experienced with pleasure or displeasure, and what presents them is 

evaluated accordingly. The characteristics previously described as captivating and 

motivating our perceptual, affective, and cognitive systems sound very much like 

aesthetic properties and, like Kant, evolutionary psychologists explain the appeal (or lack 

of appeal) of such features as arising from our finding the manner in which they arouse 

our faculties as pleasing (or as displeasing). I have suggested that our ability to recognize 

ancient art and non-Western art as such, despite our exclusion from the art worlds and art 

traditions in which they were created, probably depends on the salience within them of 

aesthetic properties.6 I proposed that it is to be expected that cultures begin with art that is 



    

appealing in part because of its aesthetic features, even if symbolic and other more 

culturally encoded meanings are also present at the outset and become dominant later. 

 Another evolutionary account of art's significance emphasizes the way it depends 

on patterns of mutuality and synchronicity that are present in the baby's earliest 

interactions with its mother and goes on to explain how art takes its power and value 

from the way it amplifies and "makes special" rituals and other social patterns, 

experiences, and conventions that already have adaptive value in that they create the 

kinds of mutually supportive communities in which humans can prosper.7 Art's 

contributing in this way to human flourishing can be apparent to cultural outsiders as well 

as initiates, as is evident from the attractiveness to foreigners of elaborate religious 

festivals in foreign lands.  

 Finally, there is the theory that, just as beauty signals health, the activity of artists 

also has value as sexual display.8 In particular, we admire virtuosity and skill, and the arts 

provide abundantly for the demonstration of these. Moreover, in lavishing his talents on 

an apparently worthless activity, the artist exhibits the superiority of his fitness over 

others who must struggle to survive. Because virtuosity is typically shown in the manner 

of dealing with art's media, and because the possibilities and intractabilities of media, 

such as marble, ice, lead, pigmented water, the voice, and the body, do not depend on the 

media's cultural locations, we can all see and appreciate skilled artistic achievements. 

And even where art depends on technologies that are not always widespread, such as 

particular musical instruments, anyone who can observe how they are made and 

manipulated already is able to recognize the skills they call forth. 



    

 I have suggested many ways a universal aesthetic could be grounded. Most of 

these, though different, are not opposed. The arts could serve many overlapping and 

multilayered purposes; those of the West surely do. And to the extent that these purposes 

are threads used in weaving the cloth of human life, their artistic significance may be 

accessible to all. 

 

I. 

 

The philosopher Arthur C. Danto has sometimes expressed skepticism about alleged 

aesthetic universals. He suspects that, rather than rediscovering Pleistocene landscape 

aesthetics, the émigré Russian artists Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid have 

confirmed the global distribution of Western calendars by demonstrating cross-cultural 

preference for certain landscape features in art.9 As well, he has also queried the notion 

that aesthetic properties derive their import and appeal without reference to the art 

traditions and artistic acts in which they are generated.10 I have supported this view, 

suggesting that culture-free, "naked" aesthetic properties are thinner in content and 

scarcer than aesthetic theory would lead us to predict.11  

Despite what I have written earlier about the universality of some aesthetic 

features, I think this view is basically correct. There may be universal aesthetic qualities, 

patterns, and processes that are grounded in trans-cultural aspects of human existence and 

evolved biology, but it easy to exaggerate inappropriately the significance of these. The 

point is not only that the larger part of art can be concerned with complex symbolic and 

semantic content, as well as riddled with cross-textual allusions, references, and 



    

repudiations to which the cultural outsider is blind. In addition, what is universal can be 

inflected by its cultural setting, so that its significance can no longer be read 

straightforwardly. Take this deliberately crude example: if higher pitch naturally 

correlates with increased tension, middle C will be relaxed relative to much higher notes. 

That tells us nothing about the tension associated with middle C, however, if some 

societies or musical genres treat middle C as the highest note available for use and others 

employ it as the lowest.12 For the former group it will be highly tense and for the latter as 

relaxed as possible. Here is another example: if the color spectrum ranges from hot at the 

red end to cold at the violet, one cannot know the temperature of green until one knows 

also what ranges of the spectrum are available for employment in art. Green is hot in a 

range from violet to green and cold in one from green to red. It may be that the range 

prescribed for the artist's use is settled by socially arbitrary, contingent decision and 

practices. 

For these reasons I am unimpressed by criticisms brought against my position by 

James C. Anderson. He writes: "Can we not conceive of a work of art that is such simply 

in virtue of aesthetic properties it shares with natural objects? … Many, perhaps most, 

works of music rise to the status of art … in virtue of their pure aesthetic properties. This 

explains the fact that music, from rock to classical, can be aesthetically appreciated 

without any knowledge of the properties the work has in virtue of 'its location within an 

art-historical tradition of [music].' These properties include rhythm, tone, and melody."13 

Anderson goes on to suggest that such basic features generate expressive properties that 

do not presuppose the concept of art (or art traditions). "That would be the case only if 



    

such properties were, in every case, conventional and the conventions involved were 

specific to the art world" (p. 77). 

I disagree with most of these claims. I have discussed the background listeners 

should bring to their appreciation and understanding of music, maintaining that, though 

they do not require formal training, to identify the work that is their target and then to 

comprehend it deeply, they need to know about its genre, about styles and conventions of 

the time, about related and similar pieces, and so on.14 I have even compared the kinds of 

appreciation appropriate to classical and rock music in these regards.15 And I have 

explained above how universally recognized features can be structured by arbitrary 

conventions in ways that affect their import. So I question Anderson's final claim, that 

recognition of the expressiveness of properties does not require the perceiver to 

contextualize them with respect to an art-historical tradition. As a result, I doubt what is 

implied by his view, that expressiveness is always cross-culturally recognizable.16 

Let us not explore the theories concerning how music is expressive. Assume that 

music's expressive power depends on the listener's perception within it of movement and 

of its flux of tensions and relaxations. And assume also (but implausibly) that emotions 

are expressed in much the same way from culture to culture. Now, there are many ways 

movement and the flux of tension can be generated in music, and they differ from culture 

to culture, but let us consider only music's melodic character. Movement and tension 

within this depend on the scale used and the hierarchical weighting of tones within it, so 

melodic expressiveness must also be a function of these factors. Finally, also suppose 

(what is nearly true) that all cultures hear octaves as equivalent, use scales of 5-7 notes, 

and include some unequal intervals in their scales. Still, there are a huge number of 



    

possibilities. Even for the scale of white notes on the piano, there are the twelve church 

modes, the melodic minor scale, and the major scale. It takes children years, rather than 

months of exposure to internalize the most common Western scale structures.17 Listeners 

at home with the major scale can find medieval modal music based on exactly the same 

notes difficult to hear appropriately; they do not experience the cadential finality and 

resolution of double-leading note cadences, for example. 

Hundreds of differently tuned scales and a variety of modal treatments for each of 

these are found in the musics of other cultures. Listeners unfamiliar with these musics 

can have the greatest difficulty in hearing them in terms of their governing principles, and 

as a result, cannot easily recognize their expressive quality. Western listeners faced for 

the first time with Japanese kabuki or the subtle inflections of Indian ragas have trouble 

making any sense musically of what they hear (unless they mishear the music simply in 

terms of the Western principles they know), let alone in correctly identifying its 

expressive character. Expressiveness in music is not a "pure" aesthetic property. Indeed, 

hardly any musical properties are. Timbre perhaps qualifies, if any do, but 

notwithstanding orchestral pointillism in some impressionist works and 

Klangfarbenmelodie in some dodecaphonic pieces, the expressive and structural potential 

of purely timbral qualities is limited.18 

I accept that the musics of different cultures sometimes are based on similar 

scales and organizational principles, with the consequence that the music of the one may 

be surprisingly accessible to members of the other. I agree that there also has been 

considerable mutual interaction, influence, and hybridization between the musics of many 

cultures over a very long period. But I deny that music is pan-culturally transparent. 



    

Some musics are comparatively more transparent than others, but none is completely so 

and others are (for most Westerners) considerably opaque.19 

I guess that Anderson mistakes what is familiar in his mother music for what is 

natural, and thereby regards what he finds to be transparent as perceptible across cultural 

divides. But there are respects in which the organization of music is no more natural than 

is the semantics of a language (even if it is natural that all societies have both language 

and music). No one with English as her mother tongue is likely to be so crass as to 

believe that everyone in the world must understand her, so long as she speaks loudly and 

clearly enough. Music, I claim, is not different. It might be true that music comes closer 

to being a universal language than any other candidate, but even so, it indisputably falls 

short. 

 

II. 

 

I have argued that there is likely to be much that is universal to art and to the ways we 

perceive it. I have also suggested that what is universal can interact with impositions and 

conventions that are arbitrarily cultural, with the result that its import is altered or 

disguised. It is too early, though, to concede that only those initiated into the art world 

within which a work is created are familiar with the "atmosphere of theory" that, 

according to the philosopher Arthur C. Danto, would allow them to identify the work and 

its artistically significant features.20 We are forced to that conclusion only if a person 

could learn the art-relevant conventions and histories of another culture by steeping 

herself in it, much as those who are born to it are immersed in it. By contrast, if it is easy 



    

to recognize many of the relevant conventions, and if this can be done from the outside as 

it were, or by dipping only a few toes into the topic culture, the outsider's grasp of what is 

universal takes her quickly to an appropriate (though partial) understanding of the nature 

of artworks that are foreign to her. She may need to acknowledge the "atmosphere of 

theory" that envelopes them, but perhaps she is positioned to do this merely as an 

interested cultural tourist. This is the view I defend in this section. 

 How long does it take to become as habituated to a foreign culture as its natives 

are? Years at least, possibly decades. And surely it would take as long to become a 

connoisseur of their most sophisticated arts. Consider poetry. For the fullest appreciation, 

one would have to have a complete mastery of the language, so that one could follow its 

most subtle and arcane uses, follow novel jokes, word plays, metaphors, and so forth. As 

well, one would need a profound knowledge of its canonic poems, poetic forms, the goals 

of its poets, and the functions of poetry within the society, along with intimate familiarity 

with all that its poetic works might mention or allude to, such as the other arts and the 

society's history, religions, ideals, institutions, paradigms, class or caste structure, mores, 

and so on. And the relevant skills and knowledge must be so deeply ingrained that they 

come unbidden to inform the experience of the poem as it is directly encountered, not 

wielded self-consciously in an attempt to deduce after the fact what appreciating the 

poem most likely is like for those with the deepest appreciation of its art. 

 Recall, though, that our question is one about whether a foreigner can recognize 

and minimally appreciate the art of another society, not what it takes to be an expert. And 

note also that only a minority within the culture might qualify or aspire to be authorities 

on its arts, even if all have been raised from childhood to have a working grasp of its 



    

artworks and art practices. Cultural outsiders plainly lack the background and experience 

that is necessary for connoisseurship, but perhaps they can get by with much less—

indeed, with the kind of cultural grounding that can be achieved in weeks rather than 

years—when it comes to identifying at least some foreign artworks and recognizing their 

most artistically salient features. 

 The art audience in the West has had to come to terms with quite radical stylistic 

revolutions in its own history, for instance, in the shifts to impressionism and cubism in 

painting, or in the move to atonality and serialism in music. Though some people claimed 

to find these departures incomprehensible (and even offensive), that was surely an 

exaggerated reaction, and more often indicates a failure to see the artistic point of what 

was done than a failure to see what was done as such. Take cubism after its "academic" 

phase: despite the departure both from a fixed viewpoint and from vanishing-point 

perspective, it is not so difficult, after all, to see what is represented within a cubistically 

fragmented perspective. It seems to me that the split image perspectivalism used in 

paintings and carvings of the Amerindians of northwest America is similar in being easily 

mastered by those not familiar with it. The same applies to the vertically distorted 

perspectives in Chinese paintings, the frequent departure from perspectivally "correct" 

spatial relations in medieval art, and "plan" perspectives in ancient Egyptian art. Their 

depictive import is soon laid bare. Likewise, one does not have to be a genius to observe 

that the iconography and proportion of much figurative south-eastern Asian art derives 

more directly from the puppets of the shadow puppet play than from "life." 

 When we turn to sagas, literature, dance, and drama, the opportunity for 

foreigners to follow the plot line is equally obvious. There are many ways the action can 



    

be obscured for outsiders—spatial disposition and temporal sequence can be distorted, it 

might not be possible easily to tell the gods and abstract forces from the humans, the 

animals, and nature, and, anyway, it might be culturally inappropriate for outsiders to 

draw those distinctions as they would do normally. Nevertheless, dramas enacted by and 

about people inevitably focus sometimes on themes that are humanly unmistakable in 

their significance—love, ambition, murder, bigotry, and the rest—even if they are 

contextualized and stylized differently from society to society. These universal narrative 

themes were mentioned earlier. And their recognizability and appeal surely explain why 

the novels of V. S. Naipaul, Selma Lagerlöf, Kawabata Yasunari, Carlos Castañeda, 

Naguib Mahfouz, Pramoedya Ananta Toer, Leo Tolstoy, and other great authors from all 

corners of the earth find a global audience when translated. 

 I have suggested that music is not always transparent in the way that Anderson 

proposes, but neither do I regard it as inevitably opaque to foreigners. In an experiment 

conducted by David Huron in Ohio in 1999, Balinese and American musicians were 

compared in their ability to predict the continuations of 35-note Balinese melodies that 

were unknown to them.21 As expected, the Balinese listeners were much more certain and 

accurate predictors than the American listeners, but the latter, who were near the 

theoretical limit of "cluelessness" at the beginning of the melody, adapted rapidly over its 

course. Though the most successful American musician was worse than the least 

successful Balinese musician, on average the American musicians performed much better 

than chance. "Either the American musicians were able to adapt quickly to the unfamiliar 

music, or they were able to successfully apply intuitions formed by their extensive 

experience with Western music—or both" (p. 55). 



    

This suggests that exposure to a musical style based on a very different scale and 

modal system can lead to a working understanding of its melodic syntax within a 

surprisingly short period.22 In this case, exposure alone apparently can lead musicians 

from one social background to bootstrap their way into alien-sounding music without 

immersing themselves for years in the culture from which the music derives. In other 

words, even if musical universals are tweaked by culture with the result that all elements 

must be appropriately contextualized if their significance is to be appreciated, that 

process of tweaking might be decoded with comparatively little effort. 

 We cannot communicate with the cave painters of the ancient past, but in other 

cases the process of learning the basics of another culture's art can be facilitated and 

accelerated by asking the locals or by reading about it. Tourist guidebooks usually 

contain essays that are extremely helpful and enlightening on the features, principles, and 

aesthetic ideals of indigenous art forms, and local artists are frequently happy to talk 

about what they do and why. Again, my point is about how accessible these sources are 

and about how far we can get by using them. The road of the would-be connoisseur is a 

long and arduous one, but the path of the aspiring dilettante is mercifully very much 

shorter and easier. 

 

III. 

 

My claim is not that all art can be recognized for what it is by foreigners. In the rarified 

world of avant-garde Western fine art, much of what is offered could not be experienced 

under the appropriate, art-characterizing descriptions by people lacking prior experience 



    

of recent Western fine art. The same is true, I suspect, in other traditions that have 

become extremely symbolic, stylized, or self-referential. An example is that of the "dot" 

paintings of the Australian aboriginals of the western deserts. It would be very unlikely 

that a foreign viewer could infer in these paintings the mapping of ancestral lands and 

mythical histories, even through prolonged inspection, without resort to the commentary 

of cultural insiders.  

Nor is my conclusion that foreigners can fully understand another culture's art 

merely by peeking over the fence that protects its boundary. The best artists in all cultures 

produce complex works richly layered with meanings to which only those who share 

their art traditions, forms of life, and ways of thinking are positioned to appreciate 

deeply. 

My contention is this more modest one: because of what is universal in human 

nature and art, and because of how comparatively easy it can be to learn what is 

necessary to penetrate the veil culture lays over these, foreigners can often acknowledge 

art that is alien to them by achieving a crude and partial, but nonetheless genuine and 

informed, understanding of it. 

This conclusion, though qualified, is sufficiently strong to challenge Danto's 

claim that only cultural insiders who are swathed in the relevant atmosphere of theory can 

experience a culture's art as such. Either the appreciation of foreign art does not require 

awareness of the atmosphere of theory that encompasses the given culture's art world. 

Alternatively—and this is the option I regard as more plausible—the cultural tourist can 

quickly inhale the atmosphere of theory the foreign artwork presupposes. In which case, 



    

cultural insiders are not the only ones who have the atmosphere-inspired awareness that 

allows them to identify and appreciate the culture's art.  

If the firsthand recognition of art as such presupposes the observer's awareness of 

an appropriate atmosphere of theory, then the atmosphere of theory that surrounds art in 

at least some foreign cultures either is familiar because it is universally shared or can be 

soon penetrated without first undergoing large-scale cultural conversion through 

immersion.23 

 

Stephen Davies, 

Department of Philosophy, 

University of Auckland. 
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